Volleyball ups record to 19-3; tops Wellesley

(Continued from page 16)

Shaking off the loss to AIC, Tech played the ECSC game with style, exhibiting tremendous teamwork. The defense came alive with Julie Koster '85 and Damaris Ayuso '84 digging up all of ECSC's spikes. Setter Plano set a brilliant game, placing the sets perfectly, and hitters Peggy Kniffen '83, Anella Munro '85, Kauth, and Wesslund pounded the ball hard into Eastern Connecticut's defense, causing massive collisions on ECSC's side of the court. Team effort took MIT all the way as they defeated Eastern Connecticut 15-9, 15-7.

Tomorrow night the Engineers, who now boast a 19-3 record, face Wheaton College at 6:30pm in Rockwell Cage, and on Saturday the team meets SMU, Keene State, and Barrington in Rockwell Cage beginning at 1pm.

How much of what you've learned will you use on your first job?

CSC won't offer a training program that's beneath you. If you've got more to offer than cream and sugar, you should talk to us. A CSC recruiter will be on campus to answer your questions November 10th.

The only limitations are the ones you bring with you.
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**Open house**
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